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Introduction

• When you find yourself doing the same thing over and over again, 
there’s an opportunity to train a computer to do that activity

• The mining industry has a long history of automation
• There’s a lot of opportunity and activity in mine automation



Automation in the News



Automation in the News

“The future is here.”



Automation in the News



It’s not all good news



Underground is not left out



Mine Automation Future

• Underground is the growth
• Key factors 

• increasing need for worker safety
• improvement in mining productivity
• the reduction in operating costs



Common Components

• All these projects have common technical characteristics
• Communication in abundance
• High reliance on GPS or similar localization technology
• Isolation

• All these project have common non-technical characteristics
• Remote FIFO operations
• High Capital Expenditures
• Mostly companies with remote operations experience
• Favorable regulatory environment



Underground Shuttle Automation Goals

• The working face of an underground coal mine is a dynamic work 
area that exposes miners to numerous occupational hazards, 
including mobile equipment congestion

• The goal of this project is to address these hazards by supporting the 
development of an autonomous shuttle car system 

• Enhance and transform the role of the shuttle car operator 
• Reduce risk to all miners at the working face.



Advantages of Studying Shuttle Car Automation

• Why Shuttle cars:
• Much of the operation of the shuttle car underground is repetitive
• Shuttle cars operate at a variety of speeds in a variety of areas
• Shuttle cars are tethered
• Shuttle car routes are generally predicable
• Controls are straight forward
• Most miners already know to avoid the path of a car



Challenges

• This project involves multiple technical and ergonomic challenges: 
• Developing an accurate and reliable underground navigation system and 

methodology
• Accounting for human factors related to the automation of certain tasks
• Designing developing and demonstrating a functional autonomous shuttle 

car



Approach

1. Develop the framework for an accurate and reliable underground 
navigation system and methodology,

2. Evaluate the impact of an autonomous haulage system on the 
miners and work domain as a whole including changing work 
processes and organizational structures, and

3. Develop and demonstrate a functional prototype of the automated 
shuttle car haulage system.
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Underground Localization

• Multiple localization techniques are currently available
• Inertial Navigation System, laser, infrared, ultrasound, radio-based

• Existing device networks (communication or other infrastructure) can 
be used for localization

• Literature review indicated that vehicle-mounted beam-forming 
sensors (ultrasound, infrared, laser), which do not rely on additional 
infrastructure, deliver optimized localization efficiency, efficacy, and 
cost 

• Such sensors can be easily integrated to provide robust mapping and 
proximity detection

• Integration with existing proximity detection systems is possible



Localization Quality for the Task

• Unlike GPS based and many of the other 
underground autonomous systems, we 
are aiming for multiple zones of 
localization quality

• In places where the car will interact with 
other machines, or be near humans, the 
localization will need to be on the scale 
of sub-inches

• In places where the car is tramming, 
localization needs to be in several inches 
to foot



Scale Models

• Joy 10SC32B provided by 
Komatsu Mining Corp. is 
being used to establish the 
relevant dimensional ratios 
and shuttle car body details 
for the small-scale prototype

• Sourcing motors strong and 
small and slow enough has 
been a challenge

• Internals are completed, 
body is being printed

• https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7B9S-Xz40F4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B9S-Xz40F4


Autonomous Decisions

• We have defined several different states for the shuttle car
• For each state, there are activities for the machine to perform
• When the actions are completed, then sensor reads and potentially 

input from a human will be required
• Dispatcher from the feeder
• Miner operator while loading

• Software simulation is complete, being modified for this particular 
project

• Processing is done as an expert system, not a learning network like 
most other automation projects



Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA)

• Defines a work-centered framework for the analysis of complex 
sociotechnical systems, such as a coal mine

• Addresses all levels, from the general work domain and organization, 
to specific activities/tasks (e.g., the individual worker)

• Results serve as the basis for integrating new functions and 
technologies

• Provides for a holistic approach that accounts for several dimensions 
simultaneously



Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA)

• Focuses analytic on human work activities to design a system that 
work harmoniously with workers by examining: 
1. The work human do, 
2. Their behavior,
3. The context in which they work, and
4. The reasons for their actions
• Investigates the work domain in-context to design a system in the 

environment being investigated



CWA - Autonomous Shuttle Car

• Detailed representation of underground personnel roles and 
interactions in areas that regularly intersect with shuttle car 
operations

• Identifies areas that may need to be replaced by additional 
autonomous systems after disrupting shuttle car operations

• Outlines the human roles that will be affected with the introduction 
of an autonomous shuttle car system

• Helps drive both the required system components and worker task 
adaptations needed to integration an autonomous haulage system



Contextual Activity Template

• Describes the responsible personnel for a function grouped by the 
location in which the activity is performed



Contextual Activity Template



Conclusions, for now

• This is ongoing work with results and demonstration available around 
the corner

• Publications on the CWA results are in the pipeline and will be in 
press soon

• This is the first of many presentations like this one, talking about our 
approach and bringing in feedback

• Many barriers exist for bringing this to production at the mine
• Autonomous machines must communicate to the human around 

them, what they are doing and why they are doing it
• Existing “wireless” communications, like cap lamp signals will be very 

difficult to implement – just because it’s hard doesn’t mean it’s 
impossible



Go Cats!
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